ADVANCED THREAT PROTECTION
Counter modern threats with the most advanced defense mechanisms
The risk of a targeted cyberattack with ransomware, CEO fraud and Trojans is increasing dramatically.
Protect your business from devastating malware attacks with Advanced Threat Protection.

Protection from:
blended attacks

ransomware

targeted attacks

business email compromise

Fraud protection mechanisms
Analysis of fraud emails on content and meta level
Analysis of SMTP transport data in context with the management structure of a company
� Requests for funds/critical information permitted only from internal company sources
� External emails – with senders pretending to be managers – are blocked
�
�

Ransomware protection mechanisms
ATP sandbox accesses threat intelligence databases when scanning email attachments
� Stored indicators of compromise (IoC) are classified using over 50 anti-virus engines available on the market
� Enrichment of the analyses with information on already known hash sums (e.g. of defective attachments or IP addresses that
are in context with malicious instances)
� Only about 5% of the IoCs for new ransomware campaigns in 2018 were evaluated negatively by conventional anti-virus
engines at the first appearance of a ransomware
�

�

Real time alarm: Real-time notification of IT security teams about acute attacks on the company. Contains detailed information
about the type and scope of the attack.

Fig.: Advanced Threat Protection Sandbox vs. Ransomware & Polymorphic viruses
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Functionality and advantages

Sandbox Engine

Email attachments are scanned for possible malicious codes by running the suspicious file in a virtual test
environment and identifying potentially dangerous effects. If the document sent with the email is found to
be malware, the email is moved directly to quarantine.

URL Rewriting

Couples time-of-click verification with site inspection methods. The time-of-click verification blocks access
to malicious sites by utilizing Hornetsecurity’s growing domain and URL intelligence databases containing
billions of phishing and malware datasets. When the initial verification passes, the service scans the target
site to detect malicious indicators of compromise, .e.g., embedded links to malicious payloads or phishing
forms. After completing these scans and if the target site has not been declared malicious, the user is redirected to the site.

URL Scanning

Leaves the document attached to an email in its original form and only checks the target of links
contained in it.

Freezing

Emails that are not able to be clearly classified immediately are held back for a short period of time.
The emails are then subjected to a further check with updated signatures.

Malicious Document
Decryption

Encrypted email attachments are decrypted using appropriate text modules within an email. The decrypted
document is then subjected to an in-depth virus scan.

Targeted Fraud
Forensics

Fraud attempt analysis: Checks the authenticity and integrity of metadata and mail content.
Identity spoofing recognition: Detection and blocking of forged sender identities.
Intention recognition system: Alerting to content patterns that suggest malicious intent.
Spy-out detection: Defense against espionage attacks to obtain sensitive information.
Feign facts identification: Identity-independent content analysis of news on the basis of falsified facts.
Targeted attack detection: Detection of targeted attacks on individuals who are particularly at risk.
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